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- [Meme] Council Says...
- Selected Slides From Technologia's EPO Staff Survey (2022 Compared to Prior Years) [3]
- EPO Staff Survey's Preliminary Results Published (Almost 2,000 Staff Surveyed), António Campinos Less Trustworthy Than Benoît Battistelli at Similar Points in Their Terms[4]
- Links 23/06/2022: digiKam 7.7 and Tails 5.1.1 [6]
- [Meme] Granting Patents Like Mad is Not Productivity (It's Also Illegal) [7]
- EPO Management Behaves As If the Goal is to Shut Down and Outsource the Patent Office, Making a 'Monopolies Bank' Instead... or Having Rubber-Stamping With Kangaroo Courts Override the European Patent Convention (EPC) [8]
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